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About Us
With advancing technology, every single aspect of modern urban world has gone a
revolutionary change, with industries being the one area where the magnitude was way
higher, evident by the development of cutting edge machines and research equipments.
Premier Polymers, established in 2004, is a name that reverberates across the industry for
the supreme quality industrial laboratory equipments offered by us, whose unrivaled build
quality, dimensional accuracy, sheer performance and class leading operational life elude
the offerings from our contemporaries.
We are backed by a posse of highly skilled and equally ambitious workforce, whose efforts
have made us a noted Manufacturer and Exporter of products such as Laboratory Water
Taps, Laboratory Shower, Laboratory Sinks, P.P. Duct Damper, Plastic Molding Products,
etc.

Infrastructure & Facilities
In 2004, our parent company ventured into the ﬁeld of precision molding and established a
fabrication facility that was a sprawling infrastructure spread over an area of 13000 sq. ft.
and accoutered with fairly advanced machines like processor based presto molding
machines of varied capacities that went upto 400 ton and specialized CNC based metal
working machines.

Manufacturing Facility: Our manufacturing facility is equipped with latest and more eﬃcient
iterations of existing fabrication and molding machines, that not only offer better results and
higher eﬃciency but are also low on power consumption.
Warehousing and Packaging: As far as warehousing and packaging are concerned, we
boast a well compartmentalized and beautifully managed storage unit that houses the
ﬁnished products without any hassles allow for easy retrieval. As for packaging, we employ
the best quality packaging materials like corrugated boxes as well as plastic bags and tools
to make sure that the ﬁnished products remain shielded from any form of physical and
mechanical harm, alongside a wide scope of customization for the latter as per the demands
of clients.

Our Products

2 Way Taps

Single Way Goose Neck
Water Taps

3 Way Water Taps

Single Cone Taps

PP Sink

PP Square Sink

6 Cup Sink

SS Safety Shower With Eye Wash

Single Eye Wash

Wall Mounted Eye Wash

Panel Mounted Remote Valve

90' Elbow with Accessories

45' Nozzle with Accessories

PP Duct Damper

Spot Extractor

Acrylic Peg Board with Pegs

Adjustable Peg

Panel Lock Knob
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